About the cigar Padrón Family T Reserve Nr. 45

My good friend Jimmy (Jimmyhaze) smacked me really hard with a nice little bomb as of late and
included this cigar, which I’ve really been looking forward to smoking. The first one I smoked was
good, but not what I had expected being just straightforward tobacco flavor. This one as the first had
impeccable construction with very dark wrapper, noticeable oil, and very little as far as veins. It had a
hefty weight when held in the hand, very firm when squeezed, and after punching the cap I found
the draw with perfect resistance tasting of sweet, rich tobacco.

Once lit, I take several puffs letting it sit a bit in between, and then with my first good draw get a
medium to full peppery spice on the back of the tongue and throat with the smoke quite full from
the start. Exhaling slowly through the mouth and nose, I get a strong tingling sensation in the nostrils
and incredibly rich flavors on the palate tasting of coffee, sweetened dark cocoa, and woodsy
leather. The finish is amazing, lasting long and delicious.

A third in and the strength continues to be full with the spiciness still medium to full and a bit
peppery on the tongue. The burn is razor sharp with a flaky medium gray ash forming that holds well
until tapped off, smoke is flowing effortlessly through the perfect draw. Flavors are just fantastic, rich
and creamy over the palate with tastes as previously described, dark and thick with a finish that just
doesn’t stop.

Halfway and into the final third, the spice subsided just a bit yet the strength remained full with a
heavy body. The burn continued to be sharp throughout with smoke flowing well through the perfect
draw. Flavors remained rich and utterly delicious, lasting long on the palate well after exhaling. I have
to say this was almost like a completely different cigar than the first one I tried, however I could still
taste the meaty, straightforward tobacco in there. What an absolutely incredible smoke! Thank you
so very much Jimmy for sending! Amazing cigar!

